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An instance of a control structure is a mapping which takes one or more programs into a 
new program whose behavior is based on that of the original programs. An instance of a 
control structure is effective iff it is effectively computable. In order to study the 
interrelationships of control structures, we consider abstract programming systems 
(numberings of the partial recursive functions) in which some control structures, effective or 
otherwise, are present, but others are not. This paper uses the techniques of recursive function 
theory, including recursion theorems and priority arguments to prove the independence of 
certain control structures in abstract programming systems. For example, we have obtained 
the following results. In effective numberings of the partial recursive functions, the one-one 
effective Kleene recursion theorem and the one-one effective (partial) if-then-else control 
structure are independent, but together, they yield all effective control structures. In any 
effective numbering, the effective Kleene form of the double recursion theorem yields all 
effective control structures. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. An Informal View of Control Structures 
Pratt [ 33, p. 1221 defines control structures as those structures in a programming 
language which “provide the basic framework within which operations and data are 
combined into programs and sets of programs.” With respect to programming 
language design and implementation, the term “control structure” is used to refer to 
those constructs which define the sequence of execution of operations and statements 
within programs. Another aspect of control structure is the structured programming 
notion of the high level operations on programs which express the modularity of 
programs [4, p. 991. 
What follows is an informal example of our notion of control structure. The 
expression of (l.l), below, defines an instance of the control structure while in the 
programming language Pascal [ 171. 
while (expr] do [stmt] (1.1) 
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The symbols [expr] and [stmt] are place holders (or parameters). The expression of 
(1.1) defines a transformation f which, when given a Pascal code segment for an 
expression and a Pascal code segment for a statement, yields a Pascal code segment 
for a statement. This resulting statement, when executed behaves like a while loop. 
For example,f(x > 1, x := x - 2) = while x > 1 do x := x - 2. The behavior of this 
statement is that it sets the variable x to 0, if x was even and positive before 
executing the statement, sets x to 1 if x was odd and positive, and does not change x 
if x was not positive. 
The expression in (1.2), below, defines a transformation g, which is an instance of 
the control structure while in E/l [33, pp. 402-4031. 
do while [expr]; [stmt]; end; (1.2) 
These two instances of while defined by the expressions of (1.1) and (1.2) are related 
in the following ways: 
1. They are both effective transformations of two code segments into one code 
segment. 
2. Given two Pascal code segments expr, and stmt, and two 2X/l code 
segments expr, and stmt,, if expr, and expr, have equivalent semantics and stmt, and 
stmt, have equivalent semantics, then f(expr,, stmt,) and g(expr,, stmt,) have 
equivalent semantics. 
As our second informal example of control structure we consider primitive 
recursion. The expressions of (1.3), below, give a definition of the function f by 
primitive recursion from the functions g and h. 
f(x9 0) = g(x)9 
f(x, Y + 1) = h(x, Y, f(x, ~1). 
(1.3) 
The expression of (1.4), below, defines an instance of primitive recursion in Pascal. 
[function definition for g] 
[function definition for h] 
function f (x, y: integer) :integer; begin 
if y = 0 then f := g(x) 
else f := h(x, y - 1, f (x, y - 1)) 
end, 
(1.4) 
We note that the expression of (1.4) includes a functionf, which calls itself (in the 
second last line). Our definition of control structure must allow such self-referential 
control structures. 
In Section 1.4, we will give a formal definition of control structure and instance of 
control structure and give many examples of control structures. 
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There has been much research conducted in determining the interrelationships of 
various control structures in programming systems. Much of the work is machine 
dependent, dealing with specific programming systems. For example, in the study of 
program schemata [24,27, 3 11, there are results dealing with the equivalence of 
certain structures in flow chart programming systems. Lipton et al. [23] develop a 
machine dependent formalism to study the complexity relationships of control 
structures. In the current paper, we use recursive function theory techniques [37] to 
study the equivalence and independence of control structures in a machine 
independent fashion. 
The interrelationships of the computing power of various control structures has 
been well studied with somewhat machine independent techniques. Jacopini [8; 22, 
p. 274; 151 adapted the Kleene normal form theorem [ 19, p. 2881 to show that a 
looping control structure similar to while could replace arbitrary branching in a 
flowchart programming system. This result can be interpreted to mean that in certain 
flowchart systems, the while control structure has computing power equivalent to that 
of the goto control structure. Ackerman [ 1; 9, p. 821 first showed that generalized 
recursive definitions can be used to define a function which cannot be defined with 
primitive recursion. A programming oriented interpretation of this result is that 
recursive procedure calling, as a control structure, has more computing power than 
does primitive recursive procedure calling. In fact, recursive procedure calling, in the 
context of a simple programming language, can be shown to have computing power 
equivalent to the while or goto control structures [ 131. Meyer and Ritchie [ 291 
defined the Loop language, whose main control structure is the loop control structure, 
and showed that in the context of the composition control structure and the successor 
and zero functions, the loop control structure has computing power equivalent to 
primitive recursion. 
Alton [2, 31 has developed a formalism for defining complexity measures based on 
control structures in programming systems both for the partial recursive functions 
and for subrecursive classes of functions. In particular these “natural” complexity 
measures have the property that for some transformations f which are instances of 
certain control structures, the complexity of a program f(p, ,..., p,J is based on the 
complexity of the constituent programs p1 ,..., pk. 
Schnorr [40], Hartmanis and Baker [ 161 and Machteyet al. [25] have all 
investigated the complexity of translating a program in an arbitrary programming 
system into a semantically equivalent program in a particular programming system. 
They show, and we investigate in a different context in [34, Chap. 2; 351, that these 
translations into a programming system are closely related to certain basic control 
structures in the programming system. These investigations have established that the 
translation into certain programming systems is more complex than the translation 
into other programming systems. 
One corollary of Theorem 1 of Blum’s paper on program size [7] is that in the 
extended version of Brainerd and Landweber’s language PL [9, pp. 37-381, the use of 
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the while control structure admits of greater economy of representation (smaller 
programs) for some loop-computable functions than does the loop control structure. 
This paper addresses neither computing power nor complexity, but rather the 
expressive power of various control structures. We wish to determine whether a 
programming system for the partial recursive functions which is capable of 
representing one set of control structures necessarily has sufficient expressive power 
to represent some other set of control structures. Such programming systems have 
maximum computing power since they allow us to compute all of the patial recursive 
functions, but they need not have maximum expressive power. 
1.3. Preliminaries 
Generally, e and lower case letters near the middle and end of the alphabet i, j, k, I, 
m, n ,..., x, y, z, range over N= {0, I,2 ,... }, the set of natural numbers. We will 
occasionally let x and p denote n-tuples of numbers, elements of N”. f, g, h, and 
sometimes d, e, p, q, r, s, t, range over (total) functions; $, I, C and C range over 
partial functions; u and t range over finite functions. For any partial function t, if 
x E domain(<), we write <(x)1; otherwise, we write r(x)]. (Lz)[&r)] denotes <. For 
(a , ,..., a,J, a k-tuple of numbers, we let (li)[ai] = (&)[a,, if 1 < i < k; T, otherwise]. 
For (fi ,..., fj), a k-tuple of functions, we let (Ai, j)[fi(j)] = (Ai,j)[fj(j), if 1 < i < k; 
T, otherwise]. For any partial function <, for all i > 0, co denotes < 0 r 0 ..a 0 <, 
where < appears i times and rCo) denotes (nz)[z]. The sequence of unary partial 
functions to, (, ,... is denoted by (&). A numbering [36] (or programming system [ 26, 
Definition 3.1.1, p. 951) is a list of partial functions (vi) such that {vi ( i E NJ is the 
set of partial recursive functions. We speak of the number p as being a(w -)program 
for v,,. Fix (4,) to be the numbering induced by one of the standard formalisms of 
Machtey and Young [26]. A numbering (vi) is acceqtable (Rogers, in [36], calls 
them Giidel numberings) iff there are recursive f, g such that for all i, #Ai, = vi and 
v,(i) = Qi. (ix, y)[(x, y)] (or (., .)) denotes the pairing function (Ax, y)[(x’ + 3x + 
2xy + y2 + y) i 21. For all n, (x, ,..., x,) denotes (a.+ ((xi, x2), x3) ,..., x,J. In each 
numbering (vi) which we use, for each p, the 2-ary partial function computed by 
program p is (Ax? y)[ v,((x, y))]. In general, the n-ary partial function computed by 
program p is @x1 ,..., x,)[ v/,((x, ,..., x,))]. A numbering (vi) is a Friedberg numbering 
[ 14, Theorem 3; 321 iff the universal function (Ai, x)[q,(x)] is partial recursive and for 
all i and j, if i# j then vi # vj. We let (q,) denote the Friedberg numbering 
constructed by the construction of the proof of [ 14, Theorem 31 using the numbering 
(&). (We note that ‘lo = (;lz)[f 1.) 4: = {(x, y) 1 x 4 s, and d,(x)] = y in <s steps}. 
For all i, s > 0, r,$’ = {(x, y)} for the smallest (x, y, z) such that vi(X)1 = y in <z 
steps, and $’ = {(x, y) 1 x < s and vi(x)1 = y in <<s steps or (x, y) E ql}. If (vi) is 
defined in stages, then I& = {(x, y) 1 vi(x) has been defined equal to y before stages}. 
A recursive operator [37, p. 1481 A is a mapping from the set of partial functions to 
the set of partial functions such that there is an effective procedure which when fed 
an enumeration of (the graph of) any partial function r produces an enumeration of 
the partial function A(<). For example, A({) = < 0 < defines self-composition, a 
recursive operator. If A is a recursive operator, we write A((l(lr), xi, X2,..., X,)(X) to 
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denote A ((Ai, z)[ V/i(z)])((xr ,..., x,, x)), in this case, we speak of A as an n + 1-ary 
recursive operator. We sometimes treat a partial function r as coding m functions l,. 
& ,..., cl,, where, for 1 < i Q m, &) = <( m . x + (i - 1)). In this way we may treat an 
n + 1-ary recursive operator A as having m outputs; we then write 
A((w~), xi ,..., x,)(x) to denote (T,(x)Y, &l(x)), where 0) = 
A(& Z)[Wi(z)I)((X, v-.T x,, x)). Capital letters A, B ,..., K (but not C or F) and short 
underlined strings like Pa range over recursive operators. Capital letters M, N,.... Z - 
(but not S), range over (partial) function predicates. g E O(f(z)) means that there are 
positive numbers c and y such that for all z > y, g(z) < c . f(z) [21, p. 1041. For all 
x, 1 --x= [l,ifx=O;O, ifx#O]. 
1.4. Formal DeJnition of Control Structure and Examples 
In this section we define what it means for a programming system to have an 
instance of a control structure. Our definition of instance is sufficiently general to 
include the instances of the control structure while defined by (1.1) and (1.2), and the 
instance of primitive recursion defined by (1.4). We first define the notion of a 
control structure schema, which is composed of two parts. The first part specifies the 
behavior of programs which are constructed using the control structure, and the 
second part specifies the suitability of particular functions to be instances of that 
control structure. For specifying the behavior portion of control structure schemata, 
we use recursive operators [37, p. 1481, which are a logical extension of the partial 
recursive functions mapping functions into functions (see Section 1.3). We note that 
the recursive operators also form a basis for denotational semantics (431 and for the 
fixed point semantics of programs 1271. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An n-input control structure schema is a pair (A, P), where A is 
an n + 2-ary recursive operator and P is a unary partial function predicate. 
DEFINITION 1.2. An n-ary (total) function f is an instance of the n-input control 
structure schema (A, P) in the numbering (Wi) iff for any n-tuple p of programs. 
w f(p) =A((v~), P,~(P)), and P(f) is true. 
Therefore, iff is an instance of an n-input control structure schema in a numbering 
(vi), then f is a transformation of programs which, when applied to programs 
p, ,..., p,,, transforms and combines them into a program f (p, ,..., p,) which has the 
semantics specified in the indicated manner by the recursive operator A. The program 
f (P, ?..‘7 p,) is itself an argument of A to permit self-referential control structures like 
primitive recursion. In addition, f must be suitable to be an instance as witnessed by 
the predicate P having the value true when applied toJ: 
We now apply these definitions to formalize the examples from Section 1.1 of while 
and primitive recursion. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The control structure while is defined by the 2-input control 
structure schema (W, 7’), where for all numerings (vi) and programs p. q, r, 
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W((w;), p, q, r) = @z)[ ya’(z), for the least k such that for all j < k, vl, 0 ty,““(z)l and 
v, 0 @(z) = 0, f i such k exists; T, otherwise] and T E true. 
Therefore, a total function f is an instance of while in (vi) iff for all p and q, 
tyf(p,4j = W((y,), p, q,f(p, q)). The transformations f and g defined by (1. l), and 
(1.2) can be used to define instances of while in Pascal and X/l, respectively. 
However, this requires that some convention be made to allow arbitrary Pascal and 
PL/I programs to behave as expressions and statements, for example, by changing an 
arbitrary program into a function definition, and invoking that function to evaluate 
the expression or statement. After making such a convention we can suitably modify 
the transformations f and g to be instances of while. We note that there is more than 
one instance of while in Pascal, as while may be implemented using the repeat-until, 
or the if-then-else and goto constructs. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Primitive recursion is defined by the 2-input control structure 
schema (E, T), where for all (wJ, P, q, r, Pr((vi>, P, q, r) = (3x, Y)[w,(x), if Y = 0; 
ty,(x, y - 1, w,.(x, y - l)), if y > 0] and T =%ue. 
Therefore, a total function f is an instance of (pr, 7’) in (vi) iff for all p and q, 
Wf~,~j = e((Wi>, P, 43f (P7 4)) = (Ax7 Y)[W,(X), 0 = 0; V&Y Y - 17 Wf(p.Qd-% Y - 1))~ 
if y > 01. We note that the program f (p, q) is self-referential since the value of 
wrCp,Jx, y), for y > 0, depends on the value of I+u~~,,,~,(x, y - 1). As with the transfor- 
mations defined by (1.1) and (1.2), the transformation defined by (1.4) can be used to 
define an instance of primitive recursion in Pascal. 
We note that for an n-input control structure schema (A, P) in (vi), there is an 
instance of (A, P) in (vi) iff for each n-tuple of programs p, there is a program q such 
that w4 = A (( Vi), P, 4). A n instance of (A, P) in (vi) is defined by an (implicit) 
mapping from the n-tuple p to a corresponding program q. 
DEFINITION 1.5. An instance f of a control structure schema in (w,) is said to be 
an efictive (one-one, respectively) instance iff f is recursive (one-one, respectively). 
DEFINITION 1.6. The control structure defined by the control structure schema 
(A, P) is {(f, (wi>) I f is an instance of (A, P) in (Wi)}, The effective control structure 
defined by the control structure schema (A, P) is { dr; (Wi)) 1 f is an effective instance 
of (A, P) in (w,)}. The (efictiue) control sfrucfure in the numbering (vi) defined by 
the control structure schema (A, P) is {f 1 f is an (effective) instance of (A, P) 
in (Vi)}* 
By defining the control structure itself as a set of pairs, we capture, for example, 
what while in Pascal has in common with while in PL/l. In a sense the schema 
(W, T) also captures what they have in common, although it can be shown that in 
general a control structure does not uniquely determine a corresponding control 
structure schema. It should also be noted that recursive definitions of a control 
structure schema may yield a larger class of instances. For example, let 
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Wr((v,), p, q, r)(z) = [z, if v,(z) = 0; IJI,. 0 w,(z), if w,(z)l # 0; T, otherwise]. Then 
recwhile, the control structure defined by (FJ-, T), yields the structure of while, but by 
recursion. Case observed, however, that in any acceptable numbering there are 
effective instances of recwhile that are not effective instances of while. Essentially this 
is because those instances of (the various forms of) recursion which are obtained by 
other than the least fixed points of [27, pp. 356-3571 are also included in any of our 
control structures based on recursion. 
The predicate P is used to place restrictions on the (syntactic) form of the results 
of an instance of a control structure schema (A, P) applied to programs. Our next 
control structure illustrates the use of these restrictions. Pudding is the control 
structure which allows one to transform a program into a different program with 
equivalent semantics. 
DEFINITION 1.7. The control structure padding is defined by the one-input 
control structure schema (Pa, Ne), where for all (vi), p, q, Pu((v,), p, q) = typ and for - 
all total fi E(f) = true iff (Vp)[f(p) # p]. 
Therefore, a total function f is an instance of pudding in a numbering (vi) iff for 
all P, vfcp, = vup and f(p) z P. 
We continue by giving the definitions of the control structures of composition, loop 
and if-then-else. 
DEFINITION 1.8. The control structure composition is defined by the 2-input 
control structure schema (C, T), where for all (Wi), p, q, r, C((Wi), p, q, r) = y,, 0 ty4 
and T E true. 
Therefore, a total function f is an instance of composition in a numbering (vi) iff 
for all p, 9, We,,,,, = u/, 0 wq. 
DEFINITION 1.9. The control structure loop is defined by the one-input control 
structure schema (L, T), where for all (Wi), p, q, L((ly,), p, q) = (Aj, k)[~$‘(k)] and 
T = true. 
Therefore, a total functionf is an instance of loop in a numbering (vi) iff for all p, 
j, k, vfCpj(j, k) = y:“(k) = y, 0 yp 0 . .. 0 y,(k), where wP appears j times. 
DEFINITION 1.10. The control structure if-then-else is defined by the 3-input 
control structure schema (I, T), where for all (vii), p, 4, r, S, I((Wi), p, 4, r, s) = 
(Lz)[ty,(z), if wP(z)l # 0; w,(z), if w,(z)1 = 0; r, otherwise] and T = true. 
Therefore, a total functionfis an instance of if-then-else in a numbering (vi) iff for 
all P, 9. r, z, 
~m.9.r) = w,(z), if v,(z)1 z 0; 
= w,(z), if v,(z)1 = 0; 
= T, if v,(z)T. 
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When discussing a (not necessarily effective) instance of a control structure C, we 
say that the control structure C holds for partial recursive r in the numbering (vi) iff 
there are programs x and y such that I,V~ = r and w, = A((w)), x, y); otherwise, we say 
that C does not hold for < in (vi). 
1.5. Overview 
As stated at the end of Section 1.2, this paper is concerned with the expressive 
power of various control structures. One problem in dealing with expressive power is 
that the control structures in which we are interested can be represented in every 
acceptable programming system (see Section 2.1, below). For example, although 
Fortran has no while loop as one of its basic control structures, it is possible to write 
Fortran code which behaves as a while loop. That is, Fortran is capable of expressing 
the while control structure. The transformation defined by (1.5) is an (informal) 
instance of while in Fortran. 
1 IF (.NOT. ([expr])) GO TO 2 




In order to study the relative expressive power of control structures, we consider 
subacceptable programming systems. We look at two classes of programming 
systems, programmable numberings and executable numberings. 
DEFINITION 1.11, We say that a numbering (vi) is programmable iff there is a 
recursive function f such that for all i, vfci, = di. 
That is, a numbering (w,) is programmable iff there is an effective translator (a 
compiler, if you will) which translates a program in our standard acceptable 
numbering (tii) into an equivalent program in the numbering (vi). To see why we use 
the term programmable, note that one way to program in a programming system is to 
write programs in some standard acceptable system and effectively translate them 
into programs in the desired system. Therefore, in a numering which is not program- 
mable, this programming technique is not applicable.In addition, as we will see in 
Section 2.1, numberings which are executable (defined below), but not programmable 
lack effective instances of both smn and composition, two of the most powerful 
programming tools. Friedberg numberings (see Section 1.3) are examples of 
programming systems which are not programmable, since if there were a recursive 
function f such that for all i, qfci, = $i, then for all i and j, $i = #j iff f(i) = f(j). 
Hence, the equivalence problem in (di) is solvable, a contradiction. (See [9, p. 1491 
for a proof that the equivalence problem in an acceptable numbering is unsolvable.) 
The relationships of control structures in programmable numberings are studied in 
134 and 351 and will not be addressed further in the present paper. 
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DEFINITION 1.12. We say that a numbering (vi) is executable iff the universal 
function (Ai, x)[ vi(x)] is partial recursive. 
We use the term executable for such a numbering (Wi) because there is a program 
in the system which, when given an arbitrary program and an input, executes that 
program on the input. Rogers [36] calls these numberings semi-effective and 
Machtey et al. [25] call them universal. Rogers [36] proved that a numbering (vi) is 
executable iff there is a recursive function f such that for all x, #ff(x) = vX. That is. it 
is possible to effectively translate any program in the numbering (vi) into an 
equivalent program in the numbering (oi). We include this result as Theorem 2.1. 
As a corollary of Rogers’ result, above, and the definitions of acceptable, program- 
mable and executable numberings, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. A numbering is acceptable lfl it is programmable and executable. 
In traditional logical terminology, extensional refers to objects named (in this case 
partial functions), and intensional refers to their names (in this case algorithms or 
machines) [37, pp. 9. 10; 381. One of our motivations in this research is an interest in 
intensional programming, programming in which properties of programs other than 
just the objects they name (i.e., their input/output behaviors) are important. For 
example, if a program outputs a description of itself or its behavior depends on its 
own size or speed of execution, it is an intensional program. If its output for one 
argument depends on its output for another argument, it is extensional. More 
specifically, consider the intensional, self-referential program e (essentially from [ 6)). 
below, where f and h are recursive functions: 
Program e: On input x, compute h(x) and then determine whether 
program e itself on input x takes more than h(x) steps. If so, compute 
and output f(x). If not, go into an infinite loop. 
If program e takes less than or equal to h(x) steps on input x, it does not halt; a 
contradiction. Therefore, program e computes f and, on input x, takes more than h(x) 
steps. (The existence of such a program e is guaranteed by the recursion 
theorem-which is discussed below.) The recursion theorem in a programming 
system enables us to write intensionally self-referential programs in that system. 
Self-reference and the various recursion theorems [ 18; 19, pp. 352,353; 20; 10; 12; 
37, pp. 179-2221 are elegant and useful tools in the theory of computation. Many 
major results, including Rice’s theorem, the speed-up theorem, and the existence of 
arbitrarily slow or large programs for any function are most succinctly proven, for 
arbitrary programming systems, using recursion theorems [6, 7, 111. As a tool for 
programming, self-reference also has its uses. Bachus, in his 1977 Association for 
Computing Machinery Turing Award Lecture [5], includes a metacomposition 
operator in his applicative programming language. Metacomposition involves a 
program using itself as one of its inputs-self-reference. The entire power of the 
Kleene recursion theorem (see Definition 2.4) is included in metacomposition: 
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however, Bachus uses metacomposition only to implement recursive calls, which is a 
non-intensional (extensional) use of self-reference. In dataflow systems, procedure 
calls are often implemented by creating a new copy of the procedure being invoked 
[30]. A procedure calling itself creates a new copy of itself and causes that new copy 
to be executed. This is another example of non-intensional self-reference. There has 
been some recent interest in artificial intelligence in systems which reflect on them- 
selves (see, for example, Section 10 of [44]). 
Because of the elegance and usefulness of self-reference, we have included many 
results in this paper dealing with various recursion theorems. Those results give us 
more information in our attempts to understand self-reference. 
Sections 2 and 3 are concerned with executable numberings. In Section 2, we give 
some alternative characterizations of acceptable numberings and consider the inter- 
dependencies of the Kleene recursion theorem, padding and if-then-else. We prove 
that any of semi-effective smn, or semi-effective composition, or the one-one effective 
Kleene recursion theorem and effective infmite padding, or the effective double Kleene 
recursion theorem are sufficient to guarantee acceptability in an executable 
numbering. We prove that the one-one effective Kleene recursion theorem and 
effective padding are independent in executable numberings, as are the effective 
Kleene recursion theorem and one-one effective partial if-then-else. In Section 3, we 
prove a technical lemma which facilitates the proofs of independence results and we 
prove the independence of some important pairs of effective control structures in 
executable numberings. We consider the Kleene recursion theorem, loop, while, and 
minimization. In [34, Chap. 51 we investigate the interdependencies of various forms 
of the recursion theorem. 
Many of the independence results in Sections 2 and 3 are proven using priority 
arguments (for discussions of priority arguments see [39, pp. 43-54,421). These are 
finite injury priority arguments with cancellation, but no negative requirements 
[42, p. 5 141. A suggestion by Michael Machtey [private communication] allowed us 
to eliminate all references to markers and marker movements, and thereby greatly 
simplify the expositions. 
2. ALTERNATIVE CHARACTERIZATIONS OF ACCEPTABLE NUMBERINGS AND 
INDEPENDENCE IN EXECUTABLE NUMBERINGS 
2.1. Alternative Characterizations of Acceptable Numberings 
We complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, which says that a numbering is acceptable 
iff it is programmable and executable, by giving a proof of Rogers’ characterization 
of executable numberings [36], as stated in Section 1.5. 
THEOREM 2.1. A numbering (vi) is executable t# there is a recursive function f 
such that for all i, #fr(i, = v,. 
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Proof. Suppose (vi) is an executable numbering. Let s be an effective instance of 
smn in (#i). Let u be such that 4, = (G, X)[wi(X)]. Therefore, for all i, q5SCU.ij = 
(Lx)[Wi(x>l = Vi* 
Suppose (vi) is a numbering and let f be a recursive function such that for all i, 
+hfrci, = vi. Let Q be the (partial recursive) function (U, x)[#~(x)]. Therefore, 
(G x, [ PiCx)l = Vi, 4 MW), X> I is a partial recursive function. Hence, (vi) is 
executable. 1 
The next control structure we consider is based on the smn theorem [ 19, p. 342; 
37, pp. 23-241, which says that there is a recursive function s such that for all p, y, z, 
IJI~(~,~)(z) = v,,(y, z). This function s effectively translates a program p and data value 
y into a new program s(p, y), which behaves, on input z, like program p behaves on 
input (y, z). Intuitively, program s(p, y) is program p with datum y incorporated into 
it. The transformation of (2.1) is an example of such an s for Brainerd and 
Landweber’s language PL [9], where Xl and X2 are the input variables of the 
original program P, Xl is the input variable of the transformed program and y is the 




John Case [private communication] has expressed the opinion that the smn control 
structure is the essence of structure in a programming system, since it enables us on 
an abstract level to talk about data (or programs) properly contained within 
programs. As noted by Schnorr [40], Hartmanis and Baker [16], and 
Machtey et al. [25], the complexity of translating (compiling) into a programming 
system is closely related to the complexity of effective instances of smn in that 
programming system. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The control structure smn is defined by the 2-input control 
structure schema (S, T), where for all (vi), P, Y, q, S((W/), P, Y, s> = (Iz)[v,(Y, z)l 
and T = true. 
Therefore, there is an e&dive instance of smn in a numbering (vi) iff there is a 
recursive s such that for all p, y, z, wSc,,,,(z) = I,u,(~, z). In order to discuss instances 
of 2-input control structures which are effective in the second argument (but not 
necessarily effective in the first argument), we define the following type of instance. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A semi-effective instance of a 2-input control structure (A, P) is 
a total function f such that f is an instance of (A, P) in (vi) and for each x, 
(nz) [f(x, z)] is recursive. 
For example, we see that a numbering (vi) has a semi-effective instance of smn iff 
for each program p, there is a recursive function f such that for all y, z, vrcy,(z) = 
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w,(y, z). Alternatively, (vi) has a semi-effective instance of smn iff for all partial 
recursive r, there is a recursive g such that for all y, z, wB(,,)(z) = <(JJ, z). As another 
example, a numbering (vi) has a semi-effective instance of composition iff for all 
partial recursive <, there is a recursive function g such that for all y, wg(,,) = c!j o y,,. 
If there is a (semi-effective) instance of a control structure C in a numbering (vi), 
we will use the phrase “by (semi-effective) C in (vi)” to refer to an application of a 
(semi-effective) instance of C in (Wi). For example, if (Wi) has a semi-effective 
instance of smn and r is a partial recursive function, we will sometimes say that by 
semi-effective smn in (vi), there is a recursive function f such that for all x, v/f(x) = 
(&J)]r(xY Y)l. 
It is straightforward to show (see [34, Theorem 2.11) that a numbering (vi) is 
programmable iff there is a semi-effective instance of smn in (vi). By Theorem 1.1, a 
numbering is acceptable iff it is executable and programmable. Therefore, we have the 
following: 
COROLLARY 2.2. A numbering is acceptable lg it is executable and has a semi- 
effective instance of smn. 
It is straightforward to show that every acceptable numbering has a one-one 
effective instance of any control structure schema (A, P), where P is one of the 
predicates explicitly considered in this paper. (As Case pointed out to us, this can be 
established by employing suitable one-one effective instances of the m-ary parametric 
recursion theorem [37, Theorem III, p. 181]-see Definitions 2.3 and 2.11, below.) 
Hence, in acceptable numberings, one has full expressive power. Therefore, in the rest 
of the characterizations of acceptable numberings in this paper, we will prove only 
that the characterization implies acceptability. It is straightforward to show (see 
[34, Theorem 2.61 that any numbering with a semi-effective instance of composition is 
a programmable numbering. Hence, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 2.3. A numbering is acceptable lfl it is executable and has a semi- 
effective instance of composition. 
The parametric recursion theorem states that for any partial recursive function c 
there is a recursive f such that for all x, y, 
That is, there is an infinite recursively enumerable sequence of programs, 
f (O),f (l),..., such that each program f (x) is self-referential (i.e., it uses itself as a 
datum) and knows which element of the sequence it is (i.e., it uses x as a datum), and 
computes < off(x), x, and its input. 
DEFINITION 2.3. As a control structure, the parametric recursion theorem is 
defined by the 2-input control structure schema (R, T), where, for all (w,), X, Y, z, 
R((w~), X, Y, z) = (~~)[w&G Y, u)] and T= true. 
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Therefore, a function f is an instance of (R, Z) iff for all X, Y, u, ~fcX,y,(u) = 
w,(f (x, y), y, u). There is a semi-effective instance of the parametric recursion 
theorem in (vi) iff for all partial recursive <, there is a recursivef such that for all Y. 
u, V,‘rc&) = <(f(Y), YV u). 
We have the following characterization of acceptable numberings. 
THEOREM 2.4. A numbering is acceptable tfl it is executable and has a semi- 
effective instance of the parametric recursion theorem. 
Prooj Suppose (vi) is an executable numbering with a semi-effective instance of 
the parametric recursion theorem, and < is a partial recursive function. Define 4 = 
(Ax, y, z)[<( y, z)]. By the semi-effective parametric recursion theorem in (vi) there is 
a recursive function J such that for all y, z, ~,c,,(z)=<df( y), y, z)=<( y, z). Therefore, 
there is a semi-effective instance of smn in (vi) and (vi) is acceptable. 1 
Our next characterization of acceptable numberings involves the effective Kleene 
recursion theorem and effective infinite padding (below). 
There are two major forms of the recursion theorem, Kleene’s original form, which 
we call the Kleene recursion theorem, and the form used by Rogers [37] which we 
call the fixed point recursion theorem. The fixed point recursion theorem control 
structure is defined in Section 2.4. Basically, both forms of the recursion theorem deal 
with the existence of self-referential programs (see Section 1.5). The Kleene recursion 
theorem states that there is a recursive function r such that for all programs p, for 
all z, vrcp,(z) = v,(r(p), z). Program r(p), on input z, behaves like program p behaves 
on input (r(p), z). Intuitively, program r(p) creates a quiescent copy of itself to use 
along with its input as data and then runs p on these data; it has self-knowledge and 
uses it in the computations and decisions within program p. (In this sense r(p) is self- 
referential.) 
DEFINITION 2.4. The control structure Kleene recursion theorem is defined by the 
control structure schema (K, T), where for all (vi), p, q, K(( Wi), p, q) = (Lz)[ v/Jq, z) ] 
and T z true. 
Therefore, a total function r is an instance of the Kleene recursion theorem in (vi) 
iff for all p, tfrCgJ = K((Wi), P, r(p)) = (Jz)&,(r(p), ~11. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The control structure infinite padding is defined by the 2-input 
control structure schema (Pi, One) where for all (Wi), p, y, q, ~((Wi), p, y, q) = ul, -- 
and for all total f, One(f) is true iff f is one-one. 
Therefore, a total function f is an instance of in@tite padding in a numbering (vi) 
ifff is one-one and for all p, q, w,(~,~) = w,. We also note that a numbering (vi) has 
an instance of infinite padding iff there is a unary total function g such that for all p, 
IJI~(~,) = v, and g(p) > p. To see that this is true, we first note that it is easy to show 
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that for any numbering (vi) with an instance of infinite padding, there is such a 
function g. Suppose (w,) is a numbering and g is as above, define f, for all p, y, as 
f(P, Y) = g’Y+“(P) 
=gogo *** o g(p), where g appears y + 1 times. 
Therefore, f is an instance f infinite padding in (vi). In adition, if the g, above, is 
recursive, then so is f: 
THEOREM 2.5. A numbering is acceptable iff it is executable and has a one-one 
efJ‘ective instance of the Kleene recursion theorem and an e#ective instance of infinite 
padding. 
Proof: Suppose (vi) is an executable numbering, r is a one-one effective instance 
of the Kleene recursion theorem in (vi), and t is an effective instance of infinite 
padding in (vi). 
In order to prove that (w,) is acceptable, we will show that there is a semi-effective 
instance of smn in .( Wi). Suppose r is a partial recursive function. Since r and t are 
one-one, by the Kleene recursion theorem in (vi), there is a program e such that for 
all x’, y, 
V,(X’, Y) = <(x9 VI9 if x’ = r 0 (e, x); 
=T, if no such x exists. 
Therefore, for all x9 Y, w~.~(~,~) Y) = w~(~,~) 
The function f = (Ax)[r 0 t(e, !c)] 
(r 0 t(e, x), y) = v,(r 0 t(e, x), y) = &x9 Y). 
is such that for all X, Y, wrcX,(y) = <(x9 Y). 
Therefore, there is a semi-effective instance of smn in (vi). m 
In Section 2.2, we investigate the independence of the Kleene recursion theorem 
and padding in executable numberings. Our next characterization of acceptable 
numberings involves the double Kleene recursion theorem (below), which makes use 
of an extension of our definition of control structure schemata allowing more than 
one output. 
DEFINITION 2.6. An n-input, m-output control structure schema is a pair (A, P), 
where A is an n + 2-ary, m-output recursive operator and P is an m-ary function 
predicate. 
DEFINITION 2.7. An instance of the n-input m-output control structure schema 
(A, P) is an m-tuple of total functions (fi ,..., f,) such that for f = (Ai, x)[fi(x)], for 
all x E N”, (vQ~~,~, ,..., v~(~,~) > = A((wJ, x, fi(x),..., f,(x)) and P(f, ,..., f,) is true. 
If dfi ,..., f,) is an instance of the n-input, m-output control structure schema (A, P) 
in (vi), then for all x E N”, each ft(x), 1 < i < m, is a program for the ith function 
in the m-tuple A((ty!), x, fi(x) ,..., f,(x)). W e now consider a 2-input, 2-output form of 
the recursion theorem. Smullyan [41] first investigated double recursion theorems in 
the context of recursively enumerable sets. Rogers [37, p. 1901 considers a fixed point 
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form of the double recursion theorem. The control structure we consider here is a 2- 
ary form of the Kleene recursion theorem which we call the double Kleene recursion 
theorem. 
DEFINITION 2.8. The control structure double Kleene recursion theorem is 
defined by the 2-input, 2-output control structure schema (D, T2), where for all (vii, 
P, 9, 6 s, D((Wi), Pt 4, r, s) = ((Jz)[V,( r, s, z)], (nz)[ w4(r, s, z)]) and T2 is the 2-ary 
predicate which is everywhere true. 
Therefore, a numbering (vi) has an effective instance of the double Kleene 
recursion theorem iff there are recursive functions d and d’ such that for all p, q. 
vd(p,q) = (nz)[yl,(d(p, q), d’(p, q), z)] and vd’(p,q) = (~z)[v,(d(p, (I), d’(p, q)? ~11. 
That is, the program d(p, q) behaves on input z like program p behaves on input 
(d(p, q), d’(p, q), z) and program d’(p, q) behaves on input z like program q behaves 
on input (d(p, q), d’(p, q), z). Programs d(p, q) and d’(p, q) are each self-referential 
and in addition, each refers to the other. 
THEOREM 2.6. A numbering is acceptable l@j?it is executable and has an effective 
instance of the double Kleene recursion theorem. 
Proof: Suppose that (vi) is an executable numbering and (d, d’) is an effective 
instance of the double Kleene recursion theorem in (vi). Define recursive f as follows: 
for all e, y, 
f (e, 0) = 0; 
f(e, y+ 1) =,ay’ >f(e, y)[(Vz < y’)[d’(e,z)+d’(e, ~‘)ll. 
We note that if f is total, then for all e, (Lz)[d’(e, f (e, z))] is one-one. To show 
that f is total, we first note that if vu and wv are different constant functions, then 
d’(e, u) # d’(e, v). Since there are infinitely many constant functions, the range of 
(Az)[d’(e, z)] is infinite; hence, f (e, y t 1) is defined for all e, y. In order to prove 
that (vi) is an acceptable numbering, we will show that there is a semi-effective 
instance of smn in (vi). Given partial recursive l, define [ as follows: for all U. t’, 
x3 y, z, 
C(& 0,x, Y, z) = <(Y’, z), if y = d’(u, f (u, Y’)); 
= TY if no such y’ exists. 
For each U, the function (kz)[d’(u, f (n))] is one-one; therefore, [ is a well-defined 
partial recursive function. Applying the double Kleene recursion theorem in (Vi) to 
programs for C and (Au, u, x, y, z)[T], we get programs e and q such that ‘c/~ = 
(Ax, Y, z)[@e, q, x, y, z)] and w, = (LX, y, z)[ T]. Therefore, for all y, z, 
vd(e.f(e.y))(Z) = y/,(d(e, f (e, y)), d’(e, f (e, y)), z) 
= C( y’, z), if d’(e, f(e, y)) = d’(e, f (e, y’)), for some Y’; 
= Tl if no such y’ exists. 
511/22/2-2 
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Since such a y’ always exists and must equal y, w~(~,~(~,~))(z) = <(y, z). (It does not 
matter what function is computed by program d’(e,f(e, y)).) Let g = 
(Ay)[d(e,f(e, y))]. Therefore, for all y, z, V&Z) = <(y, z). Hence, there is a semi- 
effective instance of smn in (vi). I 
Our last characterization of acceptable numberings in this section involves certain 
effective partial instances of if-then-else. Intuitively, a partial instance of a control 
structure is a weakened instance which has the same semantics, but which may not 
produce a program when the instance would produce a program for the everywhere 
undefined function. 
DEFINITION 2.9. A partial function [ is a partial instance of the n-input control 
structure schema (A, P) iff for all (Wi), x E N”, y E N, A((Wi), X, y) does not depend 
on y and P = true, and for all x E IV’, [A ((vi), x, 0) # (AZ) [ T ] * [(x)1 = p, for some 
p such that v/, = A((y/i), X, P)]. 
DEFINITION 2.10. A function 5 is an efictive partial instance of (A, P) in (vi) iff 
c is partial recursive and [ is a partial instance of (A, P) in (vi). 
We note that if there is a partial instance of (A, P) in any (vi), then A must be 
constant if the n + 2nd argument. Let (Z, Z’) be the (3-input) control structure schema 
for if-then-else (Definition 1.10). Recall that for any numbering (Wi), for all p, q, r 
and s, if { = Z((wi), p, q, r, s), then 
v,(z), if wJz)l + 0; 
t = Vz) yM if vP(z)l = 0; 
9 if w~z>T. 
Therefore, any numbering (vi) has a partial instance of if-then-else iff there is a 
partial function C such that for all p, q, r, for r = Z((wi), p, q, r, 0), if < # @z>[T 1, then 
C(P, 4,r>l = x, f or some x such that wX = < = Z((w,), p, q, r, x). 
THEOREM 2.7. A numbering is acceptable zfl it is executable and has a one-one 
eflective instance of the Kleene recursion theorem and a one-one egective partial 
instance of if-then-else. 
ProoJ Suppose (vi) is an executable numbering. Suppose e is a one-one effective 
instance of the Kleene recursion theorem and [ is a one-one effective partial instance 
of zythen-else in (vi). There is a program q such that for all m, n, 
w,(m, n) = Q,(n), if e 0 C(i, j, r) = m, for some i, j, r; 
= T, if no such i, j, r exist. 
Let p be such that v, = (dz)[l]. We note that w4 # @z)[T], since for $, = (Ilz)[O] 
and m = e 0 (0, 0, r), y,(m, n) 1 = 0, for all n. This implies that (Ar)[C(p, 4, r)] is a 
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(total) recursive function. Hence, for all r, I( (Vi), p, 9, r, c( P, 47 r)) = Vq. 
Furthermore, for all r, if x = Qp, q, r), then ve(x) = (kn)[ w,((e(x), n))] = 4,. 
Hence, (Lr)]e o [(p, q, r)] witnesses that (vi) is a programmable numbering. a 
2.2. The Independence of the Kleene Recursion Theorem and Padding in Executable 
Numberings. 
The first theorem of this section serves to introduce the techniques which we use to 
construct executable, non-acceptable numberings with certain properties. An 
improvement of this result appears as Theorem 2.10. Robert Byerly ] private 
communication] collaborated on the following proof. 
THEOREM 2.8 (Byerly, Riccardi). There exists an executable numbering (vi> for 
which there is an instance of the Kleene recursion theorem but no effective instance of 
infinite padding. 
ProoJ: We present a uniformly effective enumeration of the partial recursive 
functions vi. We will ensure that (vi) satisfies the requirements C, , D, , and E, , for 
all n. below. Satisfaction of C, and D,, for all n, together with the effectiveness of the 
construction, guarantee that (u/J is an executable numbering which has an instance 
of the Kleene recursion theorem. In order to show that (vi) has no effective instance 
of infinite padding, we will show that there is no recursive function g such that for all 
p, y, = ygCPl and g(p) > p. By a previous note, if there is no such g, then (vi) has no 
effective instance of infinite padding. If E, is satisfied, then 4, is not such a 
function g. 
Requirements. 
c,: Pc)[w, = hl. 
D,: W)k = WM4~)ll. 
E,: [ I#,, is total and (Vw>[#,(w) > ~11 Z- Fe, P, xX@,(e) = P and W,(X) f w,(x)1 I.
In the construction which follows, we associate a tinite set of y/-programs with 
each requirement and use those programs to help satisfy that requirement. We define 
recursive f as follows: 




For each i, n, 
if f(3n) < i < f(3n + l), we associate program i with requirement C, and 
attempt to set vi = d,, 
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iff(3n + 1) < i < f(3n + 2), we associate program i with D, and attempt to set 
Wi = (JZ)[#“(i, Z)], and 
iff(3n + 2) < i < f(3n + 3) (i.e., i = f(3n + 2)), we associate program i with E, 
and if #,(i)l = j > i, then we will set y/,(z)1 # i//j(Z)l, for some z. 
At some stages 3s + 2, there is an n which is cancelled. If n is cancelled at stage 
3s + 2, then n is unavailable for cancellation at any stage t, for t > 3s + 2. 
Construction of (Wi), Successively execute the stages s > 0, below. 
Stage 3s. For all n <s, for all i such that f(3n) Q i < f(3n + I), for all x E 
(domain - domain(#)), set @+‘(x) = d,(x). 
Stage 3s + 1. For all n < s, for all i such that f(3n + 1) Q i <f(3n + 2), for all 
z E (domain((Az)[&(i, z)]) - domain(W:S+‘)), set I$‘~(z) = d,(i, z). 
Stage 3s -t- 2. Find the least uncancelled n < s, if any, for which there are i, j such 
that 
(a) i = f(3n + 2), 
(b) d,,(i)1 = j in Qs steps, 
(c) i < j. 
If such n exists, let i, j be as above and let z be the least number not in 
(domain(@+‘) U domain(t$+* )). Set v/~“‘“(z) = 1 and i,ujst3(z) = 0. Cancel n. 
End Construction. 
LEMMA 2.1. For all n, C, is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Inspection of the construction reveals that if f(3n) < i < 
f(3n + l), vi can be made different from 4, only at some stage 3s + 2 where a 
number m ( n is cancelled. If vi is never made different from #,,, then for each s > n, 
y;s+1 is set equal to d”, at stage 3s and therefore, vi = $,. Each number m can be 
cancelled at most once; therefore, at most n of the functions vi, for f(3n) < i < 
f(3n + I), are made different from 4,. Since there are n + 1 numbers i such that 
f(3n) < i < f(3n + I), there must be at least one such i for which i//i = 4,. i 
LEMMA 2.2. For all n, D, is satisfied. 
Lemma 2.2 is proven similarly to Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.3. For all n, E, is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. If n is cancelled at some stage 3s + 2, then there are i and j 
such that j = $,(i) and w, # w1 ; hence, E, is satisfied. Suppose that (6, is total and 
(Vw)[$,(w) > w]. To show that n is cancelled, suppose s is so large that all numbers 
m < n which are ever cancelled, are cancelled before stage 3s + 2 and #,(f(3n + 2))L 
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in <<s steps. Let i = f(3n t 2). At stage 3s + 2, n is that the least uncancelled number 
such that (a), (b), and (c) in stage 3s t 2 are true. Therefore, at stage 3s t 2, n is 
cancelled. 1 
Therefore, (vi) is the required executable numbering. 
Although an instance of the Kleene recursion theorem in an executable numbering 
does not guarantee the existence of an eJj%ctive instance of infinite padding, 
Theorem 2.9 demonstrates that it does guarantee the existence of a not necessarily 
effective instance of infinite padding. 
THEOREM 2.9. Any executable numbering with an instance of the Kleene 
recursion theorem also has an instance of infinite padding. 
Proof. Let (t,ui) be an executable numbering with an instance of the Kleene 
recursion theorem. We will show that for each p, there is a total one-one function h, 
such that for all i, IJI,,~~) = v, and h(i) f p. Let n be such that if v,(O)T, then n = 0, 
and if w,(O)l, then n = 1 A ~~(0). By the Kleene recursion theorem in (vi), there is a 
total function h such that for all i, z, 
Wh(i)CZ) = 6 if z = 0 and either h(i) = p or h(i) = h(j), for some j < i; 
= v,(z), otherwise. 
Suppose i is the least number such that h(i) = p or h(i) = h(j), for some j < i. 
Hence, for all j < i, vhCjj = v, and h(j) # p. Therefore, t//h(i)(O) = n # w,,(O) = 
WhuV(0) = * * * = Wh(i_,)(O). Hence, v/h(i) # V, and for all j < i, Wh(i) # ~/h~,i,, a con- 
tradiction. 
Therefore, h is a total one-one function and for all i, who) = v, and h(i) # p. I 
Theorems 2.10 and 2.11 show that the one-one effective Kleene recursion theorem 
and effective infinite padding are independent in executable numberings. In the proof 
of Therem 2.10, we employ a more complicated construction than that of 
Theorem 2.8 to strenghten Theorem 2.8. 
THEOREM 2.10. There is an executable numbering with a one-one eflective 
instance of the Kleene recursion theorem but no effective instance of padding. 
Proof. We employ a finite injury priority argument with two infinite sets of 
requirements. 
Requirements. 
c,: @NV, = hl. 
E,: I#,, total and (Vw)[#,(w> # w]] =$ (3e, x)[$,(e) =x and wX Z w,]. 
It suffices to exhibit an effective construction of a (vi) satisfying (Vn)[C, and E,] 
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and which has a one-one effective instance of the Kleene recursion theorem. In order 
to ensure that there is such an instance, we define, for all i, j, 
W(i,jtL) = @z)[V(i,j)(((i,j + l>, z))l (2.2) 
Consequently, (A$, j))[(i, j + l)] is a one-one effective instance of the Kleene 
recursion theorem in (vi). We reserve programs of the form (i, 0) for use in satisfying 
the requirements. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.8, we associate a finite set of programs with each 
requirement. Define recursive f: 
f(2n+,l)=f(2n)+n+l; 
f(2n + 2) = 2 s f(2n + 1) + 1. 
For each n, the programs (i, 0) such that f(2n) < i < f(2n + 1) are used to help 
satisfy C, ; for each such i, we attempt to set Wti,o, = (, . For each n, the programs 
(i, 0) such that f(2n + 1) < i < f(2n t 2) are used to help satisfy E, ; for each such i, 
we attempt to set vti,O, = (Az)[i], but we might set wo,,(z)l # wX(z)] for some z and 
thereby explicitly satisfy E, using program (i, 0). This might conflict with setting 
W(i.0) = (WI- 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 of the proof of Theorem 2.8 relied on the fact that a 
requirement C, could be interfered with only when some number m was cancelled 
and E, saisfied, for m < n. We will guarantee that the same thing will be true about 
requirements C, and E, in this proof. 
If we wish to cancel n and thereby explicitly satisfy E, using program (i, 0), as 
above, where d,((i, 0)) = (x, y), we must define ~(~,,,(z). However, w(~,~) is derived 
by (2.2) from w (X,oj by a series of (zero or more) applications of the Kleene recursion 
theorem. Therefore, in order to define w(~,~)(z), we must define w~~,~)(z’), for some z’. 
If x ( f(2n + I), then there is an m < n such that either f(2m) <x <f(2m t 1) 
(program (x, 0) is associated with C,), or f(2m t 1) <x <f(2m + 2) (program 
(x, 0) is associated with E,). Consequently, defining w~~,~,(z) could interfere with this 
requirement C, or E, . 
For this reason, we priority order the requirements Co > E, > C, > E, > C, > ... 
and ensure that no requirement interferes with a higher priority requirement. We will 
be blocked from cancelling n and explicitly satisfying E, using (i, 0), as above, if 
$,((i, 0)) = (x, y) and x < f(2n t 1). 
Construction of the functions w(~,~, . Successively execute the stages s >, 0, below. 
Stage 2s. For all n <s, for all i such that f (2n) < i <f (2n t I), for all z E 
(domain(&) - domain($[,,,)), set &V(z) = Q.(z). (We try to make w~~,~) = (,.> For 
all n < s, for all i such that f (2n + 1) < i <f (2n t 2), for all z <s such that z & 
domain(yl&,), set w:~,~~(z) = i. (We try to make I,v~~,~, = (Az)[i].) 
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Stage 2s + 1. Find the least uncancelled n < s, if any, for which there is an i such 
that 
(a) f(2n + 1) < i <f(2n + 2), 
(b) #,((i, O))] # (4 0) in fs steps, 
(c) if (x, u) = $,J(i, 0)) then x >f(2n + 1). 
(If (c) is false, we are blocked from cancelling n and satisfying E, using (i, 0) by a 
higher priority requirement.) If such an n exists, let i be the least corresponding i and 
let (x, y) = $,((i, 0)). We find a z and set W<i,o>(Z)J # w~~,~)(z)~ as follows: find the 
least z such that there is a z’ for which 
z’ = z, if y=O; 
= ((X, 11, ((x9 2),..., ((x9 Y), z> ***>>. if y > 0, 
(2.3) 
z @ domain(y$&‘) and z’ fZ d omain($~,~~). Set I&,$~(z) = 1 L x and t,$~~(z’) = x. 
Cancel i. (We note that if i =x, then y # 0; hence, z # z’. Therefore, W~i.0, is single 
valued. ~~,,,,(z’) is set equal to x so that if f(2m + 1) < x <f(2m + 2), for some m, 
tytx,O) may still be set equal to (Ilz)[x]. We will clarify this in Lemma 2.6. We shall 
see that if n is cancelled, then a program (i, 0) associated with E, need not be such 
that W(i.0) = @z)[il.) 
End Construction. 
LEMMA 2.4. For all n, C, is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Inspection of the construction reveals that for each i, if 
f(2n) < i <fP + I), V(i,O) can be made different from 4, only at some stage 2s + 1, 
where a number m < n is cancelled. Each of the numbers m < n can be cancelled at 
most once; therefore, since there are n + 1 numbers i such f(2n) < i <f(2n + l), 
there must be at least one such i for which I,u(~,~) is never made different from 4,. 
Therefore, for all n, there is an i such that woo, = 4,. I 
LEMMA 2.5. For all n, if n is cancelled, then E, is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Suppose that n is cancelled at stage 2s + 1 and i is the least 
number satisfying (a), (b), and (c) at stage 2s + 1. Let (x, y) = w,((i, 0)). If Y = 0, 
then by (2.3), z = z’, and v(,,,,(z) =x. If y > 0, then by (2.2), 
VEX,,) = w~X.y-H(((x~ v>, z)) 
= vl~&-*)(((x~ Y - 1>1 ((x9 Y>Y z))) 
= ly(,,,)(((X, l), ((x9 2)9.-v ((x9 Y>Y z> .*.))I 
= V(X,O)(Z’) = x. 
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Therefore, w~,,~,(z) = 1 A x # x = v(,,,,(z); hence, 4, is not an instance ofpadding 
in (wJ. I 
LEMMA 2.6. For all i, n, if n is never cancelled andf(2n + 1) < i <f (2n + 2), 
then w(~,~, = (Az)[i]. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. When a program (x, 0) for whichf(2n + 1) <x <f(2n + 2) 
is used to help satisfy E,, for some m < n, at some stage 2s + 1, w~.Jz’) is set 
equal to x for some z’. Therefore, there is no interference with setting v~,,~) = (Az)[x] 
because of cancelling m, for any m < n. We are blocked from attempting to cancel 
any m > n at some stage 2s + 1 using a program (i, 0), where $,((i, 0)) = (x, y) for 
some Y since x < f(2m + 1) (i.e., (c) is false for i and m at stage 2s + 1). It follows 
that wtx,Oj # (Iz)[x] only if n is cancelled. 1 
LEMMA 2.1. For all n, if n is never cancelled, then E, is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose by way of contradiction that n is never cancelled 
and E, is false. Hence, 4, is total and for all w, o.(w) # w, and for p = #“(w), 
u/, = w,,,. Suppose s is so large that s > s’ for any s’ such that a number m < n is 
cancelled at stage 2s’ + 1, and for all i such that f (2n t 1) < i <f (2n t 2), 
$,((i, O))l in <s steps. 
By Lemma 2.6, it must be that for all i such that f (2n t 1) ,< i <f (2n t 2), 
tqti,O, = (Az)[i]. In addition, since clauses (a) and (b) are true, it must be that clause 
(c) of stage 2s t 1 is false and therefore, if (x, Y) = /,((i, 0)), then x < f (2n + 1). 
There are f (2n + 1) t 1 such numbers i and only f (2n t 1) numbers x < f (2n t 1). 
Therefore, there are numbers i, i’, x, y, y’, such that f (2n t 1) < i, i’ < f (2n t 2), 
if i’, Y < Y’, (x, Y) = h((k O)), and (x, Y’) = #,((i’, 0)). By our assumption, 
VCi.0) = Vky) and W(iT,O) = VW,YJ)-. Hence, ~(~,y) = Uz)[il f WW’I = wcx yr)v BY 
(2.2), we have that I,v~~,~,) is derived from ~~,,Yj by a series of (zero ok more) 
applications of the Kleene recursion theorem to program (x, y). We note that 
applying the Kleene recursion theorem to a program for a constant function yields a 
program for the same constant function. Therefore, w(~,~) = w~~,~~), a 
contradiction. a 
Hence, (vi) is the required numbering. 
THEOREM 2.11. There is an executable numbering with an eflective instance of 
infinite padding but no instance of the Kleene recursion theorem. 
ProoJ: We use the Friedberg numbering (0,). For all x, y, define wtx,yj = ttx. 
Hence, (WV Y), z)[(x, (Y, z))] is an effective instance of infinite padding in (vi)* Let 
r= (G Y>, 4](I/(X,,,O) (z)] and suppose by way of contradiction that program (x, y) 
is such that w(~,~) = (Az)[<((x, Y>, ~11. For d z, w~~,~)(z) = t((x, Y>, z) = wlx+ 1,~&z)- 
Since w(~,~) = w(~,~) = vx and w(~+,,~) = v~+~, we conclude that v, = vx+ 1, a 
contradiction. Therefore, there is no instance of the Kleene recursion theorem in 
(Vi>* 1 
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In [34], we prove the following two theorems. Theorem 2.12 is due to James Royer 
[private communication] and proves that Theorem 2.5 is in a sense as strong as 
possible. 
THEOREM 2.12 (Royer). There is an executable numbering with an effective 
instance of the Kleene recursion theorem and an effective instance of infinite padding 
but no instance of smn. 
Our last theorem concerns (not necessarily effective) multiple recursion theorems. 
DEFINITION 2.11. As a control structure, the n-ary Kleene recursion theorem, for 
all n is defined by the n-input, n-output control structures (K,, T,), where for all 
numberings (Vi>, and programs P1 9.‘.9 P2n 7 Kn((Vi), P , ,.**9 Pz,) = 
((WV~<,,~(P~+, ,...v ~2,,, z)l,-v (W]V,,,,(P,+, >...? ~2n,z)l) and Tn is the n-ary 
predicate which is everywhere true. 
Therefore, a numbering (vi) has an instance of the n-ary Kleene recursion theorem, 
for all n, iff, for all n, for all partial recursive functions <i ,..., &, , there are programs 
d ,,..., d, such that, for d = (Aj)[dj], for each j such that 1 < j < n, wClci, = 
(kz)[&(d, 2.e.y d,, Z>]* 
THEOREM 2.13. There is an executable numbering with an instance of the n-ary 
Kleene recursion theorem, for all n, but no effective instance of the Kleene recursion 
theorem. 
2.3. The Independence of the Kleene Recursion Theorem and If-Then-Else 
In this section, we compare the expressive power of the Kleene recursion theorem 
and effective partial if-then-else (see Definitions 2.9 and 2.10). We note as a corollary 
of Theorems 2.7 and 2.10 that there is an executable numbering with a one-one 
effective instance of the Kleene recursion theorem which is not acceptable and, 
therefore, has no one-ire effective partial instance of if-then-else. This corollary, 
together with Theorem 2.14, allows us to conclude that one-one effective Kleene 
recursion theorem and one-one effective partial if-then-else are independent in 
executable numberings. 
THEOREM 2.14. There is an executable numbering with a one-one effective 
partial instance of if-then-else, but no instance of the Kleene recursion theorem. 
Proof We require that there be a recursive function c and a partial function < 
such that r is a one-one partial effective instance of if-then-eke and, for all n: 
G: (Wk = sd 
D,: [w, + (~z)[(b~ z>ll. 
If D, is true for all n, then the Kleene recursion theorem does not hold for the 
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identify function, (Az)[z], in (vi). Let (Z, 7’) be the control structure schema for if- 
then-else (Definition 1.10). We define a recursive function Z’, which is a finitary 
version of I. Z’ maps a finite function, together with four numbers, into a finite 
function as follows: for all s, U, U, w, x, and (I&), Z’((&), U, u, w, X) = (Az)[w”,(z), if 
ylS,(z)J z 0; I&(Z), if wi(z)l= 0, 1 if &(z)T]. Recall that for n > 0, r”, # (~z)[t ]. 
Construction of (vi). Successively execute the stages s > 0, below. 
Stage 2s. Let c(s) be the least uncancelled number such that either s = 0, or n”, & 
(~z)](c(s), z>l* c ancel c(s). (Note that we will make wCCsj = ?,J~ and, therefore, wCCsj # 
(~z)](c(s), z>l-1 F or each n < s, set t&A1 = &. 
Stage 2s + 1. For the least (u, u, w) <s, if any, such that <(u, U, w) has not yet 
been defined and Z’((I$“), U, U, w, 0) # (Az)[ T], pick the least uncancelled number x 
such that Z’((#+‘), U, U, w, 0) & (Az)[ (x, z)], set {(u, v, w) =x, and cancel x. For 
each (u, v, w) < s such that <(u, U, w) has already been defined, for p = t(u, u, w), set 
VP 
*s+* = Z’((lyf”’ I), 24, 0, w, 0). 
End Construction. 
LEMMA 2.8. For each n, n is cancelled, c(n) is defined, and yc(,,, = q,,. 
Proof of Lemma 2.8. We note that for all n, s, x, y, if q”, c @z)[(x, z)] and x # y, 
then r”, C& (Az)[(y, z)]. Therefore, at stage 2n there is a free number x such that r~i & 
(Az)[(x, z)]. Hence, c(n) is defined and I//,(,) = qn. For each n, there are infinitely 
many numbers s such that r~“, & (Az)[(n, z)]. It follows that if all numbers less than n 
have been cancelled before stage 2s, there is a t 2 s such that q: !& (IZz)[(n, z)]) and 
no number less than or equal to n is uncancelled at stage 2s. Hence, if n has not been 
cancelled before stage 2t, n will be cancelled at stage 2t. 1 
LEMMA 2.9. For all u, v, w, ~Z((~i), u, U, w, 0) # @z)[ T], then there is ap such 
that p = <(u, Y, W) and W, = Z((Wi), & u, W, P>. 
Proof of Lemma 2.9. Suppose Z((W~), U, V, w, 0) # (AZ)[]] and for all x, y, z such 
that (x, y, z) < (u, v, w) and Z((Wi), x, y, z, 0) # @z)[ T], 4(x, y, z) has been defined 
before at stage 2t + 1. There is an s > t such that Z/((g)‘), U, u, w, 0) # @z>[ T ]. 
Therefore, for the least such s, if &u, u, w) has not been defined before stage 2s + 1, 
{(u, U, w) will be defined at stage 2s + 1. Since Z and Z’ are constant in the fifth 
argument, ifp = 6(u, u, w), then w, = Z((W~>, U, V, w, 4) = Z((Y), U, 0, w, p). 1 
LEMMA 2.10. For all n, D, is true (w, # (IZz)[(n, z)]). 
Proof of Lemma 2.10. We have seen, in Lemma 2.8, that each number n is 
cancelled. Therefore, it suffices to prove that for all p, s, u, v, w, tyc~s~ # (Az)[ (c(s), z)] 
and if p = t(u, u, w), then wp # (Az)[(p, z)]. We note that c(0) = 0 and vCv,(,) = Q, = 
w[T I =+ @z>[Wh z>l- F or s > 0, at stage 2s, c(s) is defined so that r~z ti 
(Az)[(c(s), z>]. Since rlz z (Az)[T], we conclude that ~~~~~ = rs # (Az)[ (c(s), z)]. 
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Suppose that ((u, u, w) is defined at stage 2s + 1. Therefore, 1’((t//i), U, u, w, 0) # 
<MT 1 and WwA u, 21, w 0) cz W)[(C( u, v, w), z)]. By the above and Lemma 2.9, 
we conclude that for p = <(u, v, w), ty, = Z((wi)> U, U, W, 0) # (lz)[ (p, z)]. I 
We have constructed an executable numbering (vi) with no instance of the Kleene 
recursion theorem and a partial recursive function < which is a one-one effective 
partial instance of if-then-else in (vi). 1 
3. THE INDEPENDENCE OF VARIOUS CONTROL STRUCTURES 
3.1. A Technical Lemma 
In this section, we prove a technical lemma which facilitates the proofs of theorems 
like Theorem 2.10. The proof of Theorem 2.10 is an example of a technique for 
constructing executable numberings with a one-one effective instance of one control 
structure but no effective instance of another control structure. 
Lemma 3.1 is proved by a more general form of this technique. The statement of 
Lemma 3.1 is very complicated. We present it here not in its most general form. We 
will remark on other generalizations after presenting the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Applying Lemma 3.1 to two one-input, one-output control structure schemata 
(A, P) and (K Q> re q uires the existence of recursive functions f and h, and partial 
recursive functions F,, F, ,..., for which five conditions hold. We will give intuitive 
meanings for these objects and conditions before stating the Lemma. 
Condition (1) ensures that there is an executable numbering for which 
(G .G)]K j + 1)l is an instance of (A, P). As in the proof of Theorem 2.10, the 
function f is used to associate a finite set of programs with each requirement. 
Condition (2) is sufficient to ensure that these finite sets are large enough. Condition 
(3) requires that for all i, #h(ib is recursive. For each i, iff(2n + 1) < i <f(2n + 2), 
(program (i, 0) is associated with requirement E,), we will attempt to set 
w(~,~, = ghci). This generalizes the setting of wli,O, = @z)[i] in the proof of 
Theorem 2.10. 
Condition (4) requires that the predicate Q be such that (the characteristic function 
of) the negation of Q is a recursive functional on the set of partial functions 
[37, p. 3581. Q has this property iff there is a recursive predicate R whose domain is 
the set of finite functions such that (a) for all partial functions <, Q(c) is false iff there 
is a finite function (5 c < such that R(a) is false, and (b) for all finite functions 0, r, if 
u E 7 and R(u) is false, then R(7) is false. Intuitively, one can effectively determine if 
Q(f) is false by examining a suitable large, finite segment ofJ: An example of such a 
predicate is the predicate Q, where for all f, Q(f) is true iff f is one-one. Q(f) is false 
iff there is a finite fuction IJ G f and numbers x and y in domain(a) such that x f y 
and CJ(X) = o(v). Another example is the predicate Q, where for allf, Q(f) = true iff f 
is monotone increasing. Qdf) is false iff there is a finite function u E f and numbers x 
and y in domain(u)s that x < y and u(x) > u(y). For a predicate whose negation 
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is a recursive functional on the set of partial functions, we will use “Q” to refer to 
both Q and the recursive predicate R. 
Condition (5) is divided into 3 clauses. Clause (5.1) is sufficient for the 
cancellation argument to work. Tllat is, if (5.1) is true then the construction of (vi) 
ensures that for each cancelled n, E, is satisfied. Clause (5.1) generalizes the setting 
of ~c/oJz) f I,v(._,(z) in stage 2s + 1 of the proof of Theorem 2.10. Clauses (5.2) and 
(5.3), together, describe a sufficient condition for the construction to guarantee that 
for all uncancelled it, E, is satisfied. Clause (5.2) requires that any effective instance 
of (B, Q) for (vi) must transform a program for $,,(,) into a program for Fi* Clause 
(5.2) generalizes that property of pudding which is required in the proof of 
Lemma 2.7 of the proof of Theorem 2.10. In the proof of Theorem 2.10, Fi = (Az)[i]. 
Clause (5.3) requires that if program (x, y’) is the result of a series of (zero or 
more) applications of an instance of (A, P) in (vi) to program (x, y) (i.e., y < y’) 
and w(~,~) = iy F then w(~,~~) f F,, for any if i’. Clause (5.3) generalizes that 
property of the Kleene recursion theorem which is required in the proof of Lem- 
ma 2.7. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that 
(4 P) and (4 Q> are one-input, one-output control structure schemata, 
f and h are recursive functions, 
F,, F, ,... are partial recursive functions. 
If the following five conditions hold, then there is an executable numbering with a 
one-one effective instance of (A, P), but no effective instance of (B, Q). 
Conditions. 
(1) For all (vi), x, Y, A((Vi), x, Y) = A((6,), X, Y), where for all i, 
6, = w[T 1, if i#x; 
= Vi9 if i= x, 
(i.e., A((vJ, x, y) can be obtained from x, y and w,) and P((A(i, j))[(i,j + I)]) = 
true. 
(2) f(0) = 0, and for all n, f(2n + 1) =f(2n) + n + 1, and f(2n + 2) Z 2 - 
f(2n + 1) + 1. 
(3) For all i, #ncij is recursive. 
(4) The negation of Q is a recursive functional on the set of partial functions. 
(5) If (w,) is executable and (A(i, j))[(i, j + l)] is an instance of (A, P) in (w,), 
then the following three clauses hold: 
(5.1) Suppose that i, n, s, x, y and finite functions u and r are such that 
Q(#,) is true, f(2n + 1) < i < f(2n + 2), $,((i, 0)) = (x, Y), I&'& = 0 and vf$' = r. 
Then from i, n, s, x, y, u and r, one can effectively find numbers z, z’, W, and W’ such 
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that [i=x*zfz’], z G domain(a), 2’ & domain(r), w’ = d*Jz’) and 
[ [ vci,&) = w and Wan,&‘) = W’ 1=t v(~,~) f B((Wi)y (iv Oh (~7 Y>)I- 
(5.2) For all n, if 
4, is total and is an instance of (B, Q) in (Wi), and for all i such that 
f(2n + 1) Q i < f(2n + 2)~ V/ci,o) = #h(i) 9 
then 
there are f(2n + 1) + 1 distinct numbers i such that f(2n + 1) < i < 
f(2n + 2) and for P = #,((i, O)), V, (=B((y/,), (6 O), P)) =Fi. 
(5.3) For all i, i’, x, y, y’, if i # i’, y < y’ and v/(X_) =Fi, then w(~,~,,) f Fi,. 
Before giving the proof of Lemma 3.1, we will use Lemma 3.1 to prove 
Theorem 2.10. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Theorem 2.10, revisited). There is an executable numbering wtih 
a one-one epctive instance of the Kleene recursion theorem but no efictive instance 
of padding. 
Proof: Let (A, P) = (K, T) be the control structure schema for the Kleene 
recursion theorem and (I?, Q) = (pa, N) be the schema for padding. The function f is 
defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.6: f (0) = 0; f (2n + 1) = f (2n) + n + 1; 
f (2n + 2) = 2 . f (2n + 1) + 1. Let h be a recursive function such that for all i, 
9,(i) = (AzM. F or all i, we let Fi = (Az)[i]. 
To see that condition (1) is true, we note that for all (Wi), x, y, A((vi), x, y) = 
(WY~(Y, 4 and P(W4 M(L j + W is b ue. The definition off, above, conforms 
to condition (2). Condition (3) is true since for all i, #hCij = @z)[i] is recursive. 
For all f, Q(f) E (Vx)[f (x) # x]. We define a recursive predicate R: for any finite 
function u, R(o) = true iff (Vx E domain(u))[u(x) # x]. R witnesses that the negation 
of Q is a recursive functional on the set of partial functions. Hence, condition (4) is 
true. 
To show that condition (5) is true, suppose that (vi) is an executable numbering 
and (J(i,j))[(i,j + I>] is an instance of (A, P) in (vi). To show that clause (5.1) is 
true, we follow the procedure in stages 2s t 1 of Theorem 2.10. Suppose that i, n, s, 
x, y, and finite functions u and r are such that f (2n + 1) < i < f (2n + 2), &((i, O))l, 
Q(&) is true (in particular, #,((i, 0)) # (i, 0)), t&b’ = u, and I&,: = t. We pick z, 
z’, w, and w’ as follows: 
Find the least z such that there is a z’ for which 
z’ = z, if y=O; 
= ((x, I>, ((x9 2)Y.V ((x7 Y>,Z) . ..>>. if y > 0, 
z & domain(u), and z’ G domain(z). Let w = 1 -x and w’ =x. Note that if i = s, then 
since $,((i, 0)) = (x, y) f (i, 0), y > 0 and z # z’. 
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Therfore, w’ = ql,,&‘) = x and if ~~~&) = w and w~.&z’) = w’, then (as in 
Lemma 2.5) v(~,~) (z) =x z 1 AX = I&O,(Z), and w(~,~) z B((y/A 6 O>, (x9 u>) = 
‘yo,O,. Hence, clause (5.1) is true. 
To show that clause (5.2) is true, suppose that 4, is an instance of (B, Q) in (vi) 
and for all i such that f(2n + 1) < i < f(2n + 2), W(i,o) = @h(i). Therefore, for all such 
4 if P = $,,((i, O)), then wp = W(i,o) = #h(i) = (,lz)(i] = Fi. Finally, clause (5.3) asserts 
that if I,v~_) = (llz)[i] = Fi and w(X,Yo is derived by a series of (zero or more) 
applications of an instance of the Kleene recursion theorem to w(_+, then w(~,~~) # 
(A,r)[i’] = F,,, for i# i’. In Lemma 2.7, we noted that this is true. 1 
We now proceed with the 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let (A, P), (B, Q), f, h, Fo, F, ,... be as in the statement of 
the Lemma. 
Requirements. 
C,: (3c)Iwc = 4.1. 
E,: [#,, is total and Q(#,) is true] 
* (X P)[ P = d,((i, 0)) and W, f B((Wi), (i, O>, ~11. 
For all x, y, define w(~,~+ ,) = A((Wi)9 (x, V), (X, Y + 1)). Since (GG Y>) 
[(x, y + l)] is one-one and recursive, by condition (l), (A(x, y))[(x, y + l)] is a 
one-one effective instance of (A, P) in (w,). 
Construction of the functions w(~,~). Successively execute the stages s > 0, below. 
Stage 2s. For all n < s, for all i and z such that f (2n) < i <f (2n + 1) and z E 
(domain(&) - domain($:,,,)), set I&$‘(Z) = &(z). (Try to make W(i.0) = #,, .) For all 
n <s, for all i and z such that f(2n + 1) Q i <f(2n + 2), z<s, and z 6E 
domain( y&,), set I&& (z) = dh&). (Try to make W(r.0) = #h(i) -) 
Stage 2s + 1. Find the least uncancelled number n < s, if any, for which there is 
an i such that 
(a) f (2n + 1) < i < f (2n + 2), 
(b) &((i, O))l and Q(#i) is true, 
(c) if (x, y) = #,((i, 0)), then x > f (2n + I). 
If such n exists, let i be the least corresponding i and (x, y) = ),((i, 0)). Find I, z’, 
w, and w’ from clause (5.1) for i, n, s, x, y, I&,:;, and I&$‘. Set w$zf(z> = w, and 
y$$t = w’. Cancel n. 
End Construction. 
LEMMA 3.2. For all n, C, is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Make the obvious modifications to the proof of 
Lemma 2.3. 1 
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LEMMA 3.3. For all n, ifn is cancelled then E, is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Suppose that n is cancelled at stage 2s + 1 and that i, x and 
y are as in stage 2s + 1. Therefore, (x, y) =#,((i, 0)). By clause (5.1), setting 
W(i,O>Cz) = w, and w~~,~)(z') = w' forces wCX,Yj to be different from 
B((Wi)9 G, 0)~ (X9 Y)), W e conclude that (i, 0) is the program required in the 
statement of E,; hence, E, is satisfied. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. For all i, n, if n is never cancelled and f (2n + 1) < i < f (2n + 2), 
then V(i.0) = #h(i). 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Modify the proof of Lemma 2.6 of Theorem 2.10 by 
replacing (,Iz)[i] with #,,cij. The rest of the proof is identical. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. For all n, if n is never cancelled, E, is satisfied. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. We follow the proof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose by way of 
contradiction that n is never cancelled and E, is never satisfied. Hence, 4, is total, 
Q(#,) is true and $, is an effective instance of (B, Q) in (vi). Suppose that s is so 
large that s > t for any t such that a number m < n is cancelled at stage 2t + 1, and 
for all i such that f (2n + 1) < i < f (2n + 2), #,((i, O))i in <s steps. By Lemma 3.4, 
it must be that for all i such that f (2n + 1) < i < f (2n + 2), wCi,o, = $h(ij ; in addition, 
it must be that (c) is false at stage 2s + 1 and therefore, if (x, y) = 4,((i, 0)) then x < 
f (2n + 1). By clause (5.2) there are f (2n + 1) t 1 distinct i such that f (2n t 1) < i < 
f (2n t 2) and for p = 4,((i, 0)), IJI, = Fi. Since there are only f (2n + 1) numbers i < 
f (2n t l), there must exist i, i’, x, y, y’ such that i # i’, y < y’, #,((i, 0)) = (x, y), 
w (x,y) = Fi, 9,((i’, 0)) = (x9 y’), and w(~.~,) - -F * is) a contradiction to clause (5.3). 
Hence, E, is satisfied. 1 
We conclude that (vi) is the required numbering. 
In Sections 3.2 through 3.4 we give example applications of Lemma 3.1. These are 
by no means all of the applications of Lemma 3.1. We establish the independence of 
three pairs of control structures, thereby giving an indication of the power of 
Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.1 can be generalized using the technique of the proof of Theorem 2.13 
(see [34]) to give a one-one effective instance of (A, P) and an instance of the n-ary 
Kleene recursion theorem, for all n and no effective instance of (B, Q). We can also 
generalize Lemma 3.1 to give no effective instances of two different control structure 
schemata. In fact, this generalization can be extended to give no effective instances of 
a recursively enumerable set of control structures. We can also generalize the lemma 
to allow n-input, one-output control structure schemata (B, Q), for arbitrary n. 
Another generalization to Lemma 3.1 can be made to allow the construction of 
executable numberings of any subset of the partial recursive functions which admits 
of executable numberings. For an example, this generalization implies the existence of 
an effective numbering of the primitive recursive functions with a one-one primitive 
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recursive instance of the Kleene recursion theorem but no effective (recursive) 
instance of infinite padding. 
3.2. The Independence of the Kleene Recursion Theorem and Loop 
In this section, we prove that the effective Kleene recursion theorem and effective 
loop are independent in executable numberings. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is very 
similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. There is an executable numbering with a one-one eflective 
instance of the Kleene recursion theorem but no eflective instance of loop. 
Proof: We apply Lemma 3.1. Let (A, P) = (K, T), the control structure schema 
for the Kleene recursion theorem. Let (B, Q) = (L, T), the control structure schema 
for loop. For all i, n, let f(0) = 0, f(2n + 1) = f(2n) + n + 1, $(2n + 2) = 2 . 
f(2n + 1) + 1, htij = (Az)[i] and F, = (A(u, v))[v, if u = 0; i, if u # 01. 
As before, conditions (l), (2), and (3) are true. Condition (4) is true since 
Q E true. To verify that condition (5) is true, suppose that (vi) is an executable 
numbering and (k(i, j))[(i, j + l)] is an instance of the Kleene recursion theorem in 
(vi). Suppose that i, n, s, x, y, u, and r are as in clause (5.1). We find z, z’, w, and w’ 
as follows: 
Find the least z such that there is a z’ for which 
z’ = (1, z), if y= 1; 
= ((XV l), ((x7 2),..., ((x9 Y>Y (17 z>> ‘..>>9 if y > 0, 
z @ domain(u), and z’ & domain(z). Let w = 1 IX and w’ =x. 
We note that z f z’. If W<i,o,(r) = w and wc,,&‘) = w’, then B((wJ, (i, O), 
(x7 Y>) = (& k)bv$!o,W)l and w(x.,,((l, z>) = w(x,o)(z’) =x # 1 -x = v:lil,g4* 
Therefore, v/(~,~) # B((vi), (i, 0), (x, y)). Hence, clause (5.1) is true. 
To verify that clause (5.2) is true, suppose that 4, is an instance of loop in (vi) 
and, for all i for which f(2n+ 1) Qi <$(2n+ 2), w(~,~) = @z>[i]. Then if P= 
#,((i, 0)), ul, = B((tyJ, (i, 0), p) = (l(u, v))[v, if u = 0; i, if u f O] =Fi. To see that 
clause (5.3) is true, suppose that i, i’, x, y and y’ are such that i # i’, y < y’, and 
v/(x,y) = & (=(G, v>)]v, if u = 0; i, if u + 01). If y= y’, then Wtx,p’) #Pi, 
(=(l(u, v))[v, if u =O; i’, if u ZO]). Since (x, y + l>#O, w(X,Y+l) = 
(~z)[~(,,,,(((x, y + l), z))] = (Az)[i]. We conclude that if Y < Y’, then w(~,~~) = 
w(~.~+~) = Wb’l +h. m 
THEOREM 3.3. There is an executable numbering with a one-one effective 
instance of loop, but no efictive instance of the Kleene recursion theorem. 
ProoJ We apply Lemma 3.1. Let (A, P) = (L, T) and (B, Q) = (K, T) be the 
control structure schemata of loop and Kleene recursion theorem, respectively. Let f 
be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, dh(,) = (nz)[i] and Fi = (Az)[i]. 
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Loop is a one-input, one-output control structure, A((WJ, x, y) = (U, j)(wy’(j) ] 
and P s true. Therefore, condition (1) is true. Clearly, conditions (2), (3), and (4) are 
true. To verify that condition (5) is true, suppose that (vi) is an executable 
numbering and (A(& j))[(i, j + l)] is an instance of loop in (vi). 
Suppose that i, n, s, x, y, CT, and t are as in clause (5.1). We find z, z’, w, and w’ as 
follows: 
Let v be the least number such that u > x + 1, (0, u) 66 domain(t) and ((x, .v>, 
(0, u)) & domain(u). Let z = ((x, y), (0, v)), z’ = (0, u), w = 1 2 x, and w’ =x. 
We note that u > 2, and therefore, z # z’. If w~,,~,(z) = w and w~~,~)(z’) = w’, then 
(a) if Y = 0, then w(~.~) (((x, y), z’)) = ~(~,~,(z) = w = 1 IX # x = w’ = v,,,,,(z’) and 
(b) if Y > 0, then w(~,~, (((x9 Y>, z’>) = VQ*,o,(z) = w = 1 ‘x f v = &u,(v) = 
w&(0, v>) = V$,,Az’)* 
Hence, clause (5.1) is true. Clause (5.2) is true since if 4, is an instance of loop in 
(Vi> and w(i,o) = #h(f) (=W)[il), then B((Vi)v 6 Oh h((iy 0))) = 
(Az)[w(,,,,((#,((i, 0)), z)] = @z)[i] =Fi. Finally, if w(~,,,) = @z)[i], i # i’, and Y < Y’, 
then, 1z I w(~,~~) (z) = i} is infinite. It follows that wtX,Y,j #Fit = (Az)[i’]. Hence, clause 
(5.3) is true. I 
3.3. The Independence of Loop and While 
In this section, we consider the control structures of loop and while. Since while is 
a two-input control structure, it does not qualify for (A, P) of Lemma 3.1. Therefore, 
in order to use Lemma 3.1 to establish the independence of loop and some form of 
while, we need to restrict while to be a one input control structure. A natural 
restriction is to take the first input to always be a program for the projection 
function (A(& j))[i]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. One-input while is the control structure defined by the control 
structure schema (WJ, T), where for all (vi), x, y, WI ((u/i), x, y) = @z)[ w:“(z), for 
the least k such that for all j < k, I&‘(z)~ and am” = (0, z’) for some z’; T, if no 
such k exists] and T s true. 
If f is an effective instance of while in a numbering (vi), and the program p is such 
that v, = (A(i, z))[i], then (Ai)[f(p, i)] is an instance of one-input while in (pi). 
Therefore, any numbering with an effective instance of while has an effective instance 
of one-input while. Theorem 3.4 and 3.5, together, show that effective loop and 
effective one-input while are independent in executable numberings. 
THEOREM 3.4. There is an executable numbering with a one-one efictive 
instance of loop, but no efictive instance of one-input while. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.1. Let (A, P) = (L, 7’) and (B, Q) = (w1, T) be the 
control structure schemata of loop and one-input while, respectively. For all n, i, 
let f(O)=O, f(2n+l)=f(2n)+n+l, f(2n+2)=2.f(2n+1)+13 $h(i)= 
(Az)[ (0, i)], and F, = (A(x, y))[(O, y), if x = 0; (0, i), if x > 01. 
Clearly, conditions (l), (2), (3), and (4) are true. 
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To verify that condition (5) is true, suppose that (v/J is an executable numbering 
and (J(i,j)>[(i,j+ l)] is an instance of loop in (vi). Suppose that i, n, s, x, y, u, and 
r are as in clause (5.1). We find z, z’, w, and w’ as follows: 
Let v be the least number such that o & {x, (0, v)} and (0, v) & domain(t). Let z’ = 
(0, v) and let z be the least number such that z # z’ and z & domain(a). Let w = 0 
and w’ = (0, x). 
We note that z # z’. Suppose that wdJz) = w and w~~,~I(z’) = w’, and let 4 = 
B((yli), (i, 0), (x, y)). We will show that wo_) # <. Note that <((O, u)) = (0, v). 
Case 1. y > 0. Therefore, w~~,~I- -A((Wi),(x,~-l),(x,~)) and ~c,,,,((O~~))=u. 
Hence, w(~,~) f 6 
Case 2. y = 0. Therefore, w~X+yI ((0,~)) = w~,,~,((O~ b)> = (0, x>. Hence, w(~,~) + 6 
We conclude that clause (5.1) is true. Clause (5.2) is true since for all i, if W(i,o) = 
#,,(,I = @z)[(O, i)], then for any X, B((wJ, (i, O), x) = J’,. 
To show that clause (5.3) is true, suppose that i, i’, x, y and y’ are such that i # i’ 
and y< y’ and w~~,~)=F,.. Now let z= (1, (l,..., (LO) . ..)). where 1 appears 
(y’ - y) + 1 times. We note that ho._,, = wc,,,,(( LO)) = (0, i). Consequently, 
F,,(z) = (0, i’) # (0, i); hence, ~~,,9,1 #Fit* 1 
THEOREM 3.5. There is an executable numbering with a one-one eflective 
instance of one-input while but no effective instance of loop. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.1. Let (A, P) = (w1, T) and (B, Q) = (L, T) be the 
control structure schemata of one-input while and loop, respectively. For all i and n, 
f (0) = 1, f(2n + 1) = f(2n) +‘n + 1, f(2n + 2) = 2 . f(2n + 1) + 1, Ihcn = 
(Az)[ (0, i)], and Fi = { (Iz(j, k))[k, if j = 0; (0, i), if j > 0] }. Clearly, conditions (l), 
(21, (31, and (4) are true. To verify that condition (5) is true suppose that (Wi) is an 
executable numbering and (A(i, j)) [ (i, j + 1 )] is an instance of one-input while in 
(vi). Suppose that i, n, s, x, y, u, and r are as in clause (5.1). We find z, z’, w, and w’ 
as follows: 
Let v be the least number such that o # (0, v), u # (0, x) and (0, U) @ domain(u). 
Let v’ be the least number such that v < tr’, v’ # (0, x), and (0, v’) & domain(t). Let 
z=(O,v) andz’=(O,v’). Let w=v and w/=(0,x). 
We note that z f z’. Suppose w~,,~,(z) = w and v/(.&z’) = w’ and let r= 
B((Vi), (i, 0), (x, y)). We will show that w(~,~) # 4. 
Case 1. y > 0. Therefore, v(X,yI = A((V/i), (XV Y - l>, (X3 Y)> and ~~x,y)((O~ IJ)) = 
(0, u) and <((O, 0)) = v$$~(~) = 0. Hence w(~,,,) z 6 
Case 2. y = 0. Therefore, v/(~,~I ((0, 0’)) = wc&o,((O, 0’)) = (09 x> + 0’ = <((O, u’)>. 
We conclude that clause (5.1) is true. To show that clause (5.2) is true, we note 
that wti,O, = #,,(,) = (nz)[(O, i)] implies that for any x, B((w[), (i, 0),x) = Fi. To show 
that clause (5.3) is true, suppose that i, i’, x, y, y’ are such that i # i’ and y Q y’ and 
w (X,Y) - -F,. We note that ~~~,~)((l, 0)) = (0, i). Therefore, for all z Z y, 
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ytx,,)((l, 0)) = (0, i). Hence, ~~~,,~,((l, 0)) = (0, i); however, J’i,((O, 1)) = (0, i’) f 
(0, i). Consequently, W(X,Y8) # Fi!. I 
3.4. The Independence of While and Minimization 
As noted in Brainerd and Landweber [9, Chap. 31, the control structures while and 
minimization (below), in the context of a simple programming language, are 
equivalent in computing power. In this section, we show that they are incomparable 
in expressive power. As in Section 3.3, we consider one-input while (which is 
equivalent in computing power to while and minimization.) Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, 
together, establish the independence of one-input while and minimization in 
executable numberings. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The control structure minimization is defined by the one-input 
control structure schema (M, T), where for all (vi), p, q, M((vi), p, q) = 
@z)](pY)]Wp(Y7 z) = 011 (f or all partial functions r, for all z, (~y)[~( y, z)] is the least 
number y such that <( y, z)L = 0 and for all x < y, <(x, z)l # 0) and T z true. 
THEOREM 3.6. There is an executable numbering with a one-one effective 
instance of one-input while and no eflective instance of minimization. 
Proof: We apply Lemma 3.1. Let (A, P) = (w1, T) and (B, Q) = (M, T) be the 
control structure schemata of one-input while and minimization, respectively. For all 
n, i, let f(0) = 0, f(2n + 1) = f(2n) + n + 1, f(2n + 2) = 2 * f(2n + 1) + 1, @h(i) = 
(A(n, v))[ 1, if (n, v) = 0; (n, v), if (n, v) # 0 and n # (0, i + 1); 0, if n = (0, i + I)], 
and F, = (Az)[(O, i + l)]. Clearly, conditions (l), (2), (3), and (4) are true. To verify 
that condition (5) is true, suppose that (vi) is an executable numbering and 
(U .G)]G, j + 91 is an instance of one-input while in (vi)* Suppose that i, n, s, x, y. 
u, and t are as in clause (5.1). We find z, z’, w, and w’ as follows: 
Let z’ be the least number such that z’ = (0, v) for some v # 0 and z’ @ domain(t) 
and (z’, z’) & domain(u). Let z = (z’, z’). Let w = 1 and w’ = z’. 
We note that z # z’. Suppose W~i.0, (z) = w and v/(~,~)(z’) = w’. Therefore, if y = 0, 
then Wan,&‘) = Wan,&‘) = z’, and if y > 0, then Wan,,&‘) = w~,,,&(O, 0)) = ‘((Vi)3 
(X, y - l), (XV Y))((OV V>) = (07 u> = z’. If <=B((y,), (i, O), (x, Y)), then ((z’) = 
(,un)[yci,o,((n, z’)) = 0] z z’, since W<i,o>((Z’, z’)) # 0. It follows that v(,,~)(z’) = z’ Z 
B((I,u~), (i, 0), (x, y))(z’). Hence, clause (5.1) is true. 
To show that clause (5.2) is true, we note that for all i and x, if W(i,o, = $h(i), 
then B((v,), (i, 0),x) = (Az)[pn[yti,o,((n, z)) = 0]] = (lz)[(O, i + I)] =Fi. To show 
that clause (5.3) is true, suppose i, i’, x, y, and y’ are such that i # i’, y < y’ 
and w(~.~) = Fi - Therefore, ‘yoYj = @z)[(O, i + I)]. Hence, {m 1 w~X,yo(m) = 
(0, i + l)} is non-empty. Therefore, w(X,YJj # Fi, = (Az)[(O, i’ + l)]. 1 
THEOREM 3.7. There is an executable numbering with a one-one eflective 
instance of minimization but no effective instance of one-input while. 
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Proof: We apply Lemma 3.1. Let (A, P) = (M, 7’) and (B, Q) = (w1,Z’) be the 
control structure schemata of minimization and one-input while, respectively. For all 
i, n, let f(0) = 0, f(2n + 1) = f(2n) + n + 1, f(2n + 2) = 2 . f(2n + 1) + 1, #h(i) = 
(Jz)[(O, i + l)], and Fi = (k(j, k))[(j, k), if j = 0; (0, i + I), if j > 01. Clearly, 
conditions (I), (2), (3), and (4) are true. To verify that condition (5) is true, suppose 
that (w,) is an executable numbering and (,I(& j))[(i, j + 1 )] is an instance of 
minimization in (w,). Suppose that i, n, s, x, y, u, and t are as in clause (5.1). We find 
z, z’, w, and w’ as follows: 
If (x, y) # (i, 0), let z be the least number such that for all u, z # (0, u) and z 6 
domain(u) and there is a z’ such that 
z’ = z, if y=O; 
= (0, (0 ,..., (0, z) a..)) (where there are y zeros), if y > 0, 
and z’ & domain(s). Let w = 0 (=(O, 0)), w’ = (0, x + 1). 
If (x, y) = (i, 0), let u be the least number such that (0, v) 6E domain(o) and let z = 
(0, v). Let z’ be the least number such z’ > z and z’ G domain(r). Let w = z + 1 and 
w’ = 0. 
We note that if i = x, then z # z’. Suppose Wci,o>(z) = w and w~~,~)(z’) = w’. Let (I = 
B((y/i)v (4 0)~ 66 y))- 
Case 1. y > 0. w~~,~,(z) = 0 and z # (0, m) for any m; therefore, r(z) = 0. Since 
@((iJ))KiJ+ VI is an instance of (A, P) in (WJ, v(,,,,(z) = 0 only if 
W&Y- ,)((O, z>) = 07 and w,,,,_,,((O, x)) = 0 only if w~~,,,_~,((O, (0, z))) = 0, etc. 
Therefore, w(X,Yj (z) = 0 only if ~‘cX,O,((O,..., (0, z) . ..)) (where there are y zeros) = 0. 
However, w~~,~~((O,..., (0,~) *em)) = wo.,&‘) = (0,x+ 1) f 0. Hence, Wan,,&) f <(z). 
Case 2. x # i and y = 0. As in Case 1, T(z) = 0. Since z’ = z, v/~~,+(z) = 
w{X,&) = (09 x + 1) f= 0 = r(z). 
Case 3. (x, JJ) = (i, 0). In this case, z = (0, U) and therefore, T(z) = (0, u). 
However, w(~,~) (z) = w<i,o,(z) = z + 1. Hence, IV(,,~) f 6 
We conclude that clause (5.1) is true. To show that clause (5.2) is true, note that 
for all i and x, if woo, = $Iroj then B((IJ,), (i, 0), (x, y)) = F,. To show that clause 
(5.3) is true, suppose that i, i’, x, y, and y’ are such that i # i’, y Q y’ and v(~,~) = F,. 
Ify = Y’, then w(~,~~) #Fit. If y < y’, then for all z # 0, w~~,~,)(z)T, since for all n, 
w~x,Yj((n, z)) Z 0; hence, w(~,~~) Z F,(. 1 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper is a study of the ability to use certain control structures to express 
others. The interrelationships based on expressive power have been shown to be 
substantially different from those based on computing power. In particular, such 
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considerations have led programmers to believe that the while control structure is 
strictly more expressive than loop. We have shown that this is not the case, but that 
composition and smn are in some sense maximally expressive, as are the double 
Kleene recursion theorem and the combination of if-then-else and Kleene recursion 
theorem. The fact that these results differ from commonly held beliefs suggests that 
more study is in order to determine other interrelationships. The complexity of 
control structures is an area that has had little study, but deserves a great deal more. 
The formalism presented in this paper for defining control structures may well 
form a basis for such complexity analysis as well as a method of specifying the 
semantics of programs. Our approach to control structures is compatible with that of 
denotational semantics [43], but unlike denotational semantics is able to deal with 
intensional control structures such as the Kleene recursion theorem. In addition, the 
formalism can be extended to allow the specification of data structures and their 
operations. A major difference between this and other methods of specifying 
semantics is the assumption that recursive operators are basic, allowing a rich high- 
level system with which to discuss semantics. 
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